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An urban project that opened 25 years
ago has become an integral part of the
cultural fabric of today’s Taipei.
During the past 25 years, Taipei Metro has impacted people’s lives through
technology and shaped urban appearances. Everywhere it has expanded seems
carefully designed, reasonable and natural. It has brought unprecedented
possibilities to the life, culture, and development of the city.
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Vision , Mission and Core Values

Vision
A world-class metro, a wonderful Taipei
With a service philosophy of openness and innovation, Taipei Metro
supports the city’s all-round development for better living, working,
recreation, and transportation. We integrate the local spirit to forge a
brighter urban culture.

Mission
Providing safe, reliable, and friendly transportation services while
pursuing sustainable development
Diversifying our services and fulfilling our corporate social
responsibilities on the basis of our core transportation services. Growing
and developing in partnership with our customers, communities,
employees, shareholders, and suppliers.

Core Values
Integrity
Honoring our commitments and being fair and just to our partners and
employees, creating a corporate culture of sincerity and mutual trust.
Teamwork
Creating synergy and realizing the full potential of each team member
through full participation and involvement, providing proactive care and
assistance for employees for mutual growth and support.
Innovation
Being in sync with the latest market developments and social trends.
Stiving for continuous improvement and excellence by being pragmatic,
progressive, and innovative.
Openness and sharing
Promoting openness and diversity, implementing the vision of a sharing
culture, and fostering a sense of community for mutual prosperity
between the city and the Company.
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Data and Figures

Operational Length

131.1

kilometers
Unit : 100 million trips

Annual Ridership

7.7 100 million trips

Unit : %

2016

7.4

2017

7.5

2018

Passenger Satisfaction

97.9

7.7

%

209.7

10,000 trips

2016

202.2

2017

204.4

2018

209.7

Minimum Headway
During Peak Hours

80 seconds

Wenhu Line

99.59 %
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2017

96.6

2018

97.9

2016

193.1

2017

196.5

2018

201.1

Unit : NT $100 million

120

7.51

120

80

Wenhu Line

NT $ 100 million

Profit Before Tax
80

2018

Punctuality Rate

99.78 %

201.1

Tamsui - Xinyi , Songshan - Xindian,
Zhonghe - Xinlu and Bannan Lines

80

2017

120 seconds

Total Revenus

Unit : Seconds
2016

95.9

Unit : NT $100 million

Unit : 10,000 trips

Average Daily Ridership

2016

NT $ 100 million

2016

15.06

2017

18.06

2018

7.51

Note: The share of 2018 earnings before taxes of
EPS > NT $ 0.5 is all allocated to the self - liquidation budget.

120

Tamsui - Xinyi , Songshan - Xindian,
Zhonghe - Xinlu and Bannan Lines

Unit : %
2016

99.61

2017

99.59

2018

99.78

99.89
99.69
99.59

Mean Car - Kilometers Between
Service - Delay Failure of More Than
5 Minutes (MKBF)

901.7

10,000 car - kilometers

Unit : 10,000 car - kilometers
2016

488.4

2017

486.3

2018

901.7
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Loving Taipei Metro ,
and Thus Loving Taipei More

2018 marks 22 years of operation for Taipei Metro. Taipei
Metro has changed the development of urban life and people’s
reliance on transportation. Today, it is virtually impossible
to imagine life without it. Whenever I return from abroad, a
sense of familiarity, calmness, and security overwhelms me.
When I step into Taipei, seeing the Metro dashing through
the city or hearing the door closing beeps, I am touched, not
only because I am serving Taipei Metro but also because of
the feelings of trust, reliability, and safety it instills in every
resident of the city.
Taipei Metro has built a robust and outstanding management
team known for professionalism, execution, and reliability.
Our remarkable operational achievements serve as a
benchmark for the domestic rail transport industry and
as an example for other countries to follow. In addition,
the Company has performed superbly in other affiliated
businesses, government-contracted enterprises, and
reinvestment ventures. In my point of view, the efforts of
all our employees are what enables the Company to always
put forward its best performance, whether in the core transit
business or other industries. I joined the team having an IT
background and expect to use this experience to contribute
towards bringing greater diversity and new innovations to
Taipei Metro.
In the era of digital management, sweeping digitalization
of the Company’s operations and utilization of AI are
forward-looking projects that require immediate action. For
digitalization, I envision Taipei Metro becoming a bellwether
among government units for digitalizing operations, building
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a big data analysis platform, and utilizing cloud services
to make our internal facilities run better. In the future, we
will strive to integrate AI applications, strengthen property
management, integrate new business models, and innovate
with the aid of digital technology. By doing so, we hope the
services we provide fulfill public demand for intelligent living
and make life more convenient for citizens.
There are 7 to 9 million tourists who visit Taipei annually.
Taipei Metro is one of the most important modes of
transportation they use and it shapes their impressions of the
city. We want to improve the artistic and cultural atmosphere
of Metro areas by actively incorporating art into all corners of
the stations, thus facilitating connections to the local culture.
We communize, localize, and bring art into every station.
Through gradual transformation, we hope to integrate urban
aesthetics in a way that quietly influences each passenger and
subtly brings new life to the capital.
Taipei Metro has been well received by the public and has
always been the pride of Taipei. We hope that Taipei Metro
continues to innovate to keep pace with the times and
blossom with a confidence and vibrancy that brings abundant
vitality and charm to the city.

Andy Lee
Chairman
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Always Do Better

Taipei Metro has always been devoted to providing “safe,
reliable, and friendly high-quality transportation services.”
Since the beginning, we have encouraged colleagues to
maintain open and flexible thinking so that we can use our
high-quality services as a basis for evolving beyond our
transportation core. We are committed to striving to always
do better. Additionally, we are active promoters of innovative
transformation and carefully observe social changes, in order
to provide highly efficient, convenient services to the city
residents.
2018 was an extraordinary year for Taipei Metro, as we
achieved new highs in both system reliability and ridership.
Annual ridership is growing steadily, reaching 765 million
trips in 2018. MKBF refers to the mean car-kilometers
between service-delay failure of more than five minutes, and
the higher the value, the higher the reliability. From 2015 to
2017, our average MKBF was 4.8 million car-kilometers. The
value soared to 9.017 million car-kilometers in 2018, which
translates to 1.2 incidents of service-delay failure of more
than five minutes for every 100,000 vehicle runs. This is our
best performance since the start of operations.
To provide innovative, convenient services, the Company
cooperates with the Taipei City Government in implementing
its Smart City vision. We installed Yannick To Go Machine
(YTM) smart lifestyle stations and Chunghwa Post iBoxes
to provide intelligent logistic services. Upgraded digital
advertisement facilities, including high-end projectors
and dynamic light boxes, provide interactive advertising
experiences that feature motion sensing, AR, and other
intelligent technologies. Furthermore, to support the aging
population, we built a rider-friendly environment and
published hiking trail and art leisure pamphlets, which
encourage older residents to go outside and enjoy the
senior life. Currently, we are planning cumulative riding
bonuses that seniors will be able to redeem for discounts at
cooperating shops.
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For activity planning, we attempt to think outside the box. For
example, in cooperation with the Taipei Symphony Orchestra,
we invited the German theater master Heiner Goebbels to
collaboratively show the Asia premiere of Surrogate Cities
at Beitou Depot. Besides ingeniously integrating trains,
announcements, plant equipment, and maintenance bridges
into musicals, the Company arranged limousines to show
visitors the spectacular views around the depot. Moreover,
the Company has hosted the Metro Street Dance Competition
since 2005, turning it into the most iconic street dance
event in Taiwan. During the summer of 2018, Taipei Metro
expanded the scale of the event and held a music party called
DANCE IN METRO at Taipei Arena. Top street dancing
groups from across Europe and Asia, local street dance
champions, and popular performers participated. A total of
7,500 people attended, and more than 1.37 million watched
the live broadcast. The Company hopes to promote Taiwan’s
street dance culture and competition on an international level
as its next milestone.
Breakthroughs are at the core of innovation. We actively
seek to collaborate with a wide range of communities and
industries in order to spark more creativity and infinite
imagination. In the future, we hope to continue contributing
to social prosperity. From our core transit business to
expansion of the market and boosting profits, the Company
will actively fulfill corporate social responsibilities in order to
have a positive impact on Taiwan’s social and environmental
development.

B.C.Yen
President
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Organization & Structure

Capital and Ownership Structure

Taipei City Government

73.75 %

Total Investment (NTD) 7,374,571,430

Ministry of Transportation and
Communications

17.14 %

Total Investment (NTD) 1,714,285,710

New Taipei City Government
Total Investment (NTD) 875,000,000

8.75 %

Tang Eng Iron Works Co., Ltd.
Total Investment (NTD) 35,714,280

Mega International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Total Investment (NTD) 142,860

Taiwan Cooperative Bank Co., Ltd.
Total Investment (NTD) 142,860

0.36 %

Taipei Fubon
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Total Investment (NTD) 142,860

Total
Total Investment (NTD) 10,000,000,000

21

100 %
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Organization & Structure

Organizational Structure, Business Team
Current Number of Employees: 5,871 persons
Male

4,707

80.17 %

Female

1,164

19.83 %
Supervisors

Kuo-Lung Yen ( CPA of Anser CPAs Firm )
Cheng-An Li ( Commissioner, Department of Rapid Transit Systems, New Taipei City Government )
Cheng-Yi Lu ( Managing Attorney of Ju Yap Law Firm )
Hui-Yu Chung ( Vice-Chairman of the Innovation Center for Intelligent Transportation and Logistics, Feng Chia University )

Wen-Yan Chiau ( Union Committee Member, Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation )
Chen-Yuan Chang ( Director General, Taiwan Railways Administration, MOTC )

Board of Directors

Sheng-Hsiung Chang ( Professor, Department of Transportation Management, Tamkang University )
Tzer-Hsiung Chang ( Commissioner, Department of Rapid Transit Systems, Taipei City Government )
Chih-Ming Chen ( Deputy Secretary-General, Taipei City Government, and Deputy Commissioner, Secretariat )
Yu-Lin Huang ( Political Deputy Minister, Ministry of Transportation and Communications )

Planning Division - Chun-Yu Wu

Hui-Ju Huang ( Senior Specialist, Department of Transportation, Taipei City Government )

Station Operations Division -

Feng-Ming Yang ( Union Committee Member, Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation )
Ming-Shih Chung ( Commissioner, Transportation Department, New Taipei City Government )
B.C.Yen ( President, Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation )

Chairman

Wen-Tsung Lee ( Chairman, Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation )

Chief Secretary - Wen-Shyang Kao
Audit Office

President

- Kun-Shu Chu

B.C.Yen ( President, Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation )

Train Operations Division Rolling Stock Division -

Chin-Heng Yang

Min-Hsiung Fu

Chien-Tsai Chen

System Engineering Division -

Julian Too

Station Engineering Division -

Shih-Chien Yu

Infrastructure Division -

Ming-Yuan Hung

Finance Division -

Ching-Shinn Huang

Business Division -

Wen-Tau Jan

Information Technology Division Human Resources Division -

Meng-Cheng Chao

Ya-Fen Huang

Purchasing and Warehousing Division Chih-chang Sheng

Vice Presidents

Shi-tsung Chan
Ying-chen Chuang

Industrial Safety Division -

Accounting Division Note: The Board of Directors and Supervisors as of June 30, 2019 in order of the number of strokes in their Chinese
surnames.
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Tai-Liang Yang

Contracted Business Division Administration Division -

Ta-Yu Lee

Hong-Zone Lee

Sheng-Tai Cheng

Hui-Fang Yao

Legal Affairs and Government Ethics Division -

Pi-Lan Chang

Circular Line Operations Division - Temporarily vacant
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Organization & Structure

Financial Status

Revenue
Total revenue was about NT$20.12 billion. Profit before tax
was around NT$750 million, and profit after tax was about
NT$64 million.

Leasing Expenditures
In 2018, total leasing expenditures paid to the Taipei City
Government by TRTC amounted to NT$4.115 billion, for a
cumulative leasing expenditure of NT$55.8 billion.

Transfer Discounts
In support of the Taipei City Government's policy of
encouraging the use of public transit, discounts are provided
for transfers between Taipei Metro and city buses. The
Company continues to pay for the discounts on transfers
from buses to Taipei Metro, and in 2018 the city governments
of Taipei and New Taipei began to pay for the discounts
on transfers from Taipei Metro to buses. In 2018, TRTC’s
expenditures on transfer discounts totaled NT$640 million,
and cumulative discount payments reached NT$17.2 billion.
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財務表現 Financial performance

Organization & Structure

| Total Revenue per Annum
NT$ 100 million

Fare Revenue

Other Operating Revenue

Non-Operating Revenue

250

200

150

100

4.6
7.1
52.6

50
1.7
0.9
1.1

2.5
0.6
5.2

3.5
0.9
14.6

6.2 4.0 5.0
7.3 9.4 8.5
65.2 72.0 69.8

3.2 3.9 2.7
12.0 13.0 16.0
97.1 98.9 107.1

2.8
2.3 12.7
2.4 2.2 14.9
91.2
12.8 14.2 83.7
76.2 77.9

4.0
3.6 19.5
3.1
17.7 138.5
18.2
131.7
121.5

7.2 7.8 7.4
5.8 25.1 27.0 28.8
7.5 24.0 160.9 161.7 164.9
20.8 156.5
147.6

4.0
3.6
22.2

0
1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018 year

| Net Profit After Tax
NT$ 100 million
30
21.9

20

12.6

3.8

0
-10

8.6

8.5

10

2.1
-3.9
1996

7.9 7.2

7.2
3.7

6.1

6.7

7.9

7.1 7.2

14.5

7.9

2.9

4.5

3.7

6.5

-5.5
1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018 year

Note : TRTC has paid the Taipei City Government rental fees annually since 2001 ( a nominal rental fee
of NT$ 1 per line was paid every year for the first five years in operation).
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Core Transit Business
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Core Transit Business

Operational Network

There are 5 operational lines: Wenhu Line (BR), Tamsui-Xinyi Line (R), Songshan-Xindian
Line (G), Zhonghe-Xinlu Line (O), and Bannan Line (BL). The total operational length is
131.1 km, with 117 operational stations.
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Operating station

117 stations

Operational Length

131.1

Km
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Core Transit Business

Operational Stability of the System

We understand that a strong foundation is essential for continued stability. Therefore, we
are committed to creating a safe and stable transportation system for passengers. In 2018,
our system-wide operational reliability indicator of MKBF, which refers to the mean carkilometers between service-delay failures of more than five minutes, reached 9,016,673
car-kilometers. This is equivalent to 99.9988% reliability. It was Taipei Metro’s best
performance ever and made us one of the most reliable metro operators in the world.

| Historical MKBF Ratings
10,000Car - Km
1,000

901.7

900

800

700

600

500

471.8

308.4

300

248.6

200

185.1

180.9
150.8

175.2

13.3 18.8 19.5

29.2 48.9

269.3

200.5

166.5

100

104.5
52.8 61.5

9.7

1996
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486.3

416.4

400

0

488.4

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

year
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Core Transit Business

Ridership and Headways
| Annual Ridership

| Average Headway During Peak Hours

million trips

Total

Tamsui - Xinyi , Songshan - Xindian,
Zhonghe - Xinlu and Bannan Lines

Wenhu Line

900
800
717.5

740.0 746.1

765.5

679.5

700

635.0
602.2

670.7 688.3
642.9 664.4

566.4

600

604.7

505.5

500
400
324.4 316.2

289.6

300

268.7
291.8 286.0

127.0
105.6

200
100
11.2

60.7
31.1 42.6
15.5

21.4

350.1

383.9

360.7

416.2

382.4
318.4 329.3

563.6

450.0 462.5

532.3

414.7

419.7

1998

32.6 30.2 31.7 31.5 31.6

2002

33.8 35.4

42.7

59.2 68.0 69.9 71.4

74.8 74.6 75.6 75.4 77.2

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018 year

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

02:24 02:21 02:18 02:15 02:16 02:10 02:09 02:09

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018 year

Total

Tamsui - Xinyi , Songshan - Xindian,
Zhonghe - Xinlu and Bannan Lines

Wenhu Line

09:01

08:33
07:11

07:30

03:00

Tamsui - Xinyi , Songshan - Xindian,
Zhonghe - Xinlu and Bannan Lines

Wenhu Line

Minutes : Seconds

04:30

Thousand Trips

06:19

06:37

06:16 06:10 06:11 06:12

05:46 05:46 05:39 05:34 05:35 05:46 05:41 05:30 05:40 05:26 05:28 05:27 05:28

05:34 05:51 05:37 05:36 05:33 05:11 05:06 05:04 05:01 04:57 04:57 04:58
04:51 04:33
04:18 03:53 03:58 04:03 04:03 04:13 04:16 04:10 04:10

01:30

2,500

00:00
1996

2,021.8 2,044.0 2,097.2

1,965.8
1,861.7
1,739.6
1,885.7
1,645.4
1,815.3 1,837.4
1,761.3
1,551.8
1,656.8
1,384.8
1,544.0
1,267.0
1,454.5
1,229.6
1,365.4
1,140.4
1,051.9
1,222.8
988.3
1,133.0 1,150.0
888.9 866.3 956.7
793.5
1,047.7
965.4
734.2
870.0 902.1
783.5
799.5
707.6
347.8 650.7

2,000

1,500

1,000

166.4
85.2 116.8
204.9 204.4 206.6 206.6 211.5
162.1 186.4 190.9 195.6
58.6
289.2 83.5 87.9 89.4 82.8 86.7 86.2 86.5 92.7 96.6 117.0
40.1
40.1 42.6

1996

35

03:26 03:03 02:58 02:56 02:56 02:52 02:51 02:50 02:50 02:50 02:50 02:55 02:54

06:00

| Average Daily Ridership

0.0

04:36 04:35 04:35 04:40 04:36 04:26 04:35 04:06 04:01 04:02 04:01

| Average Headway During Off - Peak Hours

10:30
2000

04:15

05:52 05:44 06:06 05:41 05:26 05:19
05:18 04:56 04:45

352.4

09:00

11.2 15.5 18.1

500

04:44

06:24

Note: In 2018, minimum headway on the Wenhu Line during peak morning hours was 80 seconds, and the minimum on the other
lines was 120 seconds on the Bannan Line.

0
1996

07:24

1996

498.4
446.3

257.6
238.2

30.5 32.1

10:30
09:00
07:30
06:00
04:30
03:00
01:30
00:00

Tamsui - Xinyi , Songshan - Xindian,
Zhonghe - Xinlu and Bannan Lines

Wenhu Line

Minutes : Seconds

49.6 58.6

1998

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018 year

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018 year

| Average Punctuality Rate

100
99

99.53
99.17

98

Tamsui - Xinyi , Songshan - Xindian,
Zhonghe - Xinlu and Bannan Lines

Wenhu Line

Percentage

99.51 99.48

99.51
99.32

99.84

98.18

98.78

99.64

99.56
99.29 99.15 99.4

99.91
99.77 99.84 99.88 99.88 99.77 99.74 99.84 99.88 99.84 99.83 99.86 99.89 99.69 99.78
99.75 99.78 99.81
98.96

99.28

99.6

99.73 99.55 99.61 99.59 99.59

98.44

95.56

97
96

96.38
95.73

95
94
93.96

93

2000

1998

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018 year
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Core Transit Business

Upgrading Transportation Capacity

Inspections and Repairs of Train Equipment,
Train Upgrades, and Smooth Operations
In order to ensure the safety and normal functioning
of trains, we carry out major repairs on top of regular
maintenance. In 2018, we completed major repairs on
15 Model 301 trains, 12 Model 321 trains, 11.5 Model
371 trains, three Model 381 trains, and 36 Model 370
and VAL256 trains. For noise and vibration reduction,
TRTC has started the reconfiguration of the drivetrain
of the Wenhu Line Model 370 train. Through 2018, a
total of 74 cars were completed. Moreover, the video
recording functions of the Model 371 trains and on-board
communications equipment of the high capacity Model
341 and 371 trains have been upgraded, and a full reinstallation was completed in 2018.

Track Facilities Maintenance and
Improvements, Noise Reduction, and
Smoothing Tracks
To improve safety and comfort, TRTC continues to
replace high-capacity tracks and turnout sets. In 2018,
we replaced a total of 21 turnout sets and 12,150 meters
of tracks and completed a total of 364 grinding sessions
covering 356,712 meters, which brought significant
reductions in noise and vibrations. In addition, we
enhanced track support on the Tamsui-Xinyi and Bannan
Lines after 15 years of service. In 2018, we repaired or
replaced 328 sleeper screws, 24 meters of road bed, and
18.76 meters of epoxy resin mortar coating.
37

Major E&M Facilities Replacements, Quality
Improvements and Stability
In order to improve the quality and safety of the
operational network, we conducted non-destructive
inspections on 30 turnout rails and 22 conductive rails,
preventive replacements for five shorter rail sets, and other
major E&M replacement and improvements, including fire
alarm systems at 10 stations, uninterruptible power supply
at 17 stations along the Tamsui Line, a back-up watercooled water chiller unit at Songjiang Nanjing Station, and
bridging slabs at 32 locations along the Muzha Section
of the Wenhu Line. These measures improved facility
stability and operational efficiency.

Completing Platform Gate Installations for
Safe Waiting and Boarding
To provide passengers with safe and comfortable waiting
areas, TRTC has been installing platform gates since
2006. In 2018, the platform gates at the last six stations,
Zhongyi, Qili'an, Fuxinggang, Xinbeitou, Xiaobitan, and
Tucheng, were completed. The whole project spanned 13
years, with the final gates at the 117 th station finished on
September 30, 2018. The gates not only prevent people
and objects from falling onto the rails but also keep
passengers safe when there is overcrowding during major
events.
38
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Core Transit Business

Strengthening Operational Team Response Capabilities

Integrated Tabletop Exercises
Regular Multi-Hazard Disaster Drills
In 2018, we conducted a total of 27 multi-hazard disaster
drills at Taipei Metro, Maokong Gondola, Taipei Arena,
and Taipei Children’s Amusement Park, in order to
strengthen employees’ ability to handle all kinds of
incidents and response capabilities. Joint disaster drills
included external firefighting and disaster relief units to
foster strong coordination.
39

In order to strengthen our responses to abnormalities, in
2018, we conducted eight tabletop exercises that simulated
major system abnormalities, including engineering car
breakdowns, uncoupled electric railcar trains, derailment
during a level 5 earthquake, passenger evacuation
during a power supply abnormality, conductive insulator
abnormality, and personnel working on the rail tracks.
These exercises enhanced the response capabilities of the
operations control center and working units, familiarized
them with contingency protocols, and fostered better
coordination.
40
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Core Transit Business

Technology Sharing and Knowledge Export

International Events
In 2018, we attended five conferences held by the
International Association of Public Transport (UITP).
Issues we reported on included our experience renewing
the Wenhu Line System, extension of electric railcar train
lifespan, and monitoring mechanisms of public transit
fare prices. In addition, we attended six other related
conferences: the CoMET Annual Conference in New
Delhi and the Asia Pacific Rail in Hong Kong (March),
the World Metro and Light Rail Congress in Bilbao,
Spain (April), the American Public Transportation
Association (APTA) Railway Conference in Denver,
USA (June), the ASEAN Rail Summit in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia (September), and the ASEAN Federation
of Engineering Organizations (AFEO) Conference in
Singapore (November)

Overseas Guests and Visitors
Hosting overseas rail transit operators provides TRTC
with the opportunity to follow industrial trends in
each country. In 2018, TRTC received 88 delegations
containing a total of 1,453 visitors. Notable guests
included members of parliament or government officials
from Canada, Guatemala, Peru, Myanmar, Australia,
Vietnam and other countries. Metro industry visitors
came from Bangkok Mass Transit Authority, Seattle
Sound Transit, Singapore Public Transport Council,
UITP, State Railway of Thailand, Rotterdam Electronic
Tram, Tokyo Metro, and domestic departments of
transportation.
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Domestic Events
In addition to attending academic annual meetings,
conferences, and seminars, TRTC organized the 2018
Annual Meeting and Member Convention of the Rail
Engineering Society of Taiwan, and the Taipei Society
for Traffic Safety’s Annual Meeting (June) and Member
Convention (November). TRTC was invited to be the
keynote speaker at the Application of Big Data in Rail
Transport Systems forum held by the Rail Engineering
Society of Taiwan and a panelist at the Intelligent
Transportation Society of Taiwan’s 20th Anniversary
and Application of Intelligent Transport Forum Intellectualized Railway Safety. The Company maintains
good interaction and communication with these
organizations.
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Core Transit Business

Technology Sharing and Knowledge Export

Expanding Outsourced
Training and Consulting
TRTC trains metro technology consultants as part of our
efforts to build comprehensive, systematic consultant
training courses that are used to export building and
operational maintenance experiences to overseas
rapid transit operators. In 2018, we organized training
courses for Amoy Transit Rail, Suzhou Rail Transit, and
SBS Transit. We were contracted to provide technical
services for the Taoyuan Metro Aerotropolis Line Project
Management Consulting and Construction Supervision
Project as well as the Danhai Light Rail Transportation
System Basic Design and Phase I Project Management
Consulting Project. These initiatives show how we
actively generate business opportunities using the
Company’s soft power.
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Preparation of the Phase I Circular Line
TRTC accepted a commission from the New Taipei City
Government to operate the Phase I Circular Line. To
ensure smooth operations, we established the Circular
Line Operations Division in October 2018 and began
recruitment. The division is responsible for pre-operational
preparatory tasks, post-construction stability testing,
official operations after initial on-site inspections, and
maintenance.
44
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Core Transit Business

Human Resources Empowerment
Talent is the basis of sustainable operations. We work hard to create a friendly and safe
working environment, provide high-quality work tasks, competitive compensation,
and comprehensive training. By helping employees to grow with the Company, we
maintain high operational potential.

Recruitment and Head-Hunting

Improving Employee
Knowledge and Competence
Human capital, which is essential to a company’s
progress, requires training. To improve employee
knowledge and competence, TRTC planned complete
and systematic training courses that endeavor to achieve
enterprise-level HR management objectives. In 2018, we
organized 1,278 training sessions that included a total
of 230,774 training hours to 35,414 trainees. Planning
ensured that lessons were conveyed in a manner that
optimizes human capital. Moreover, TRTC promoted
the “Assessment Methods and Qualification Standards
of Foundational Professional Training.” In 2018, we
provided 75 kinds of professional training and a total of
1,052 certified lessons.

Building a Knowledge Management System
In consideration of accelerated staff turnover rates
and the need to pass on and apply knowledge, TRTC
continues to promote knowledge management. We
established a knowledge management review system
in each division. In 2018, we collected and added
18,247 material documents to our systems platform,
and we organized several training courses that covered
knowledge management awareness, seed training, and the
systems platform, with a total of 489 participants.
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To replace staff who retired or left the Company, in 2018
TRTC recruited 275 new employees. They included
people in metro system mobility, general categories, and
handicapped employees. Additionally, TRTC accepted
a commission from the New Taipei City Government
to operate the Phase I Circular Line and established the
Circular Line Operations Division on October 26, 2018. At
the same time, TRTC recruited 636 operational staff and
used a special program evaluation to hire 25 deputy station
masters.

Proposal System and
Quality Control Circle Activities
To encourage teamwork and motivate employees to make
suggestions and improvements, TRTC continues to offer
a proposal mechanism and quality control circle activities
that focus on rank-and-file positions. The main objective
is to pursue workflow improvements and innovation
though brainstorming in order to build an organization that
continues to learn. In 2018, 38 of our proposals received
awards for excellence. Among them, “Uninterrupted
Power Supply & Upgraded Surveillance System” won
3rd place in the 2018 Creative Proposal Competition held
by the Taipei City Government. We also completed 29
quality control circle improvement projects, including the
“Plan to Increase Visitor Numbers to the Taipei Children's
Amusement Park” and “Lifespan Extension of the Model
371 Train Disc Brakes” which were respective winners
of the Silver Tower Award and Bronze Tower Award
in the Zhishan Group of the 31st National Unity Circle
Competition, organized by the Industrial Development
Bureau of the Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA).
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Passenger Experience

TRTC promotes mass transportation through All Pass Tickets, which are jointly issued with
other transit operators, including Taiwan High Speed Rail and Taoyuan Metro. Our objective is
to reduce the use of private transportation by expanding growth of green mobility. Moreover,
we are devoted to maintaining high-level service quality and committed to offering convenient
services that meet the needs of every passenger. Passengers praise our clean and tidy car
environment and friendly and caring service measures.
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Passenger experience

Friendly and Convenient Riding Experience

Supporting Green Mobility by Expanding Options
for Bringing Bikes on Trains
Environmental awareness is rising among the general public. Leisure
sports are growing in popularity, and bicycle riding has become a trend.
To support green mobility, passengers are allowed to bring bicycles onto
the train on weekends at 83 high-capacity stations. TRTC also opened
a trial service starting April 2, 2018, allowing passengers to carry their
bicycles onboard on weekdays during off-peak hours from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. From April to December 2018, total bicycle ridership was 46,960
trips, with weekends accounting for 86% of trips and weekdays 14%.

Addition of Japanese Station Name Announcements
In response to the increase of Japanese tourists and improved tourism
services in the Taipei metropolitan area, on August 10, 2018, TRTC
added announcements of station names in Japanese for 13 stations near
popular attractions among Japanese tourists: Shilin Station, Dongmen
Station, Taipei 101/World Trade Center Station, Tamsui Station, Jiantan
Station, Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial Hall Station, Beitou Station,
Xinbeitou Station, Zhongshan Station, Taipei Main Station (TamsuiXinyi Line and Bannan Line), Ximen Station, and Longshan Temple
Station.

Introduction of Expectant Mother Waiting Zones
and Family Friendly Zones
By September 2018, TRTC added expectant mother waiting zones to all
stations to provide expectant mothers with a better riding environment.
We also added family friendly zones in cars and became the first transit
service provider in the world to allow families, expectant mothers,
and passengers with baby strollers to board trains first. In 2018, we
regularly changed the themes of bilingual stickers in family friendly
cars. Our animations, micro-films, and family decorated trains and
popcorn film activities achieved edutainment through a lively and happy
environment.
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Passenger experience

Friendly and Convenient Riding Experience

Publishing the Senior Lifestyle Pamphlet “From
Metro to Life”
To encourage seniors to go outside and interact with more people and
to promote expansion of Senior EasyCard points on the Taipei Metro,
TRTC published the “Hiking Trail” pamphlet in September and the “Art
Leisure” pamphlet in October. These provide information on leisure
activities found near MRT stations.

Installation of Digital Infor mation Boards on
Platforms
In order to provide passengers with real-time information, TRTC plans
to install 240 55-inch digital platform information boards that show bus
transfer information, notices, and bus-stop information. In 2018, we
installed 70 digital information boards at 23 station areas. In addition, as
part of a trial program, we installed five sets of 75-inch touch displays at
stations near shopping districts, such as Xinbeitou Station, Taipei Main
Station, Dongmen Station, and Ximen Station. These offer interactive
searches of shops and sightseeing spots near the stations.

Addition of Directional Signs for the New Danhai
Light Rail
In conjunction with the opening of the Danhai Light Rail, 6,783 Metro
maps, line maps, and signboards of stations and trains were updated.
Large direction signboards and identification signs were installed at
Hongshulin Station, and extra staff were deployed when the line first
opened to provide additional guidance.
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Passenger experience

Friendly and Convenient Riding Experience

Easing New Year’s Traffic
To help the Taipei City Government ease traffic during New Year’s
celebrations, we operated for a continuous 42 hours. The main operating
lines were the Bannan, Tamsui-Xinyi, and Songshan-Xindian lines.
Notable among these was the Bannan Line, which had a minimum
headway of just 2 minutes and 28 seconds. We adopted flexible
headways based on traffic. TRTC also provided additional staff at major
stations to assist in the directing and controlling of passenger flows. In
2018, approximately 2,500 staff contributed. Furthermore, to improve
service for passengers from Southeast Asia, TRTC installed directional
signs in four Southeast Asian languages and employed 12 Indonesian
and Vietnamese customer service staff to support efforts to ease traffic
during the New Year. The total ridership from 6:00 am on December 31,
2018 to 6:00 am on January 1, 2019 amounted to over 2.5 million trips.

New Functions Added to the Taipei Metro Go App
The updated version of the Taipei Metro Go app was added to the
MRT Exit Fun section in April. It is equipped with map navigation and
provides information on food and sightseeing spots near metro exits.
In August, we launched a new program called MRT Gourmet, which
provides a wide range of quick and easy video recipes.
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Passenger experience

Diverse Ticketing Options and Discounts

Multilingual Service Introduced for Automatic
Ticketing Machines and Top-up Machines
In order to offer international tourists better single-trip ticketing and
top-up services, on January 30, 2018, TRTC added three interface
languages: German, French, and Spanish. These enhance our service
abilities among European passengers. Along with the eight earlier
interface languages: Chinese, English, Japanese, Korean, Malaysian,
Thai, Vietnamese, and Indonesian, they raise the total number of
languages to 11.

Issuance of All Pass Tickets
To encourage passengers to use public transportation and at the same
time reduce the burden of traveling costs, TRTC launched the NT$1,280
All Pass Ticket on April 16, 2018. Ticket holders enjoy unlimited
distance or number of rides on the Taipei Metro, and Taipei and New
Taipei buses within 30 days and free YouBike rental for the first 30
minutes. This has given more benefits to long-distance and heavy users
of public transit who only need to pay a fixed amount to enjoy all of
these public transit services. On July 5, 2018, we upgraded automatic
card recharging for holders of co-branded EasyCards (or co-branded
debit cards). These users can also purchase All Pass Tickets at Metro
ticket vending and top-up machines.. Up to the end of 2018, a total of
2.29 million All Pass Tickets were sold, with a renewal rate of 90% and
satisfaction rate of 98%.
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Passenger experience

Diverse Ticketing Options and Discounts

Discounts for Children
To build a friendly city and encourage students to utilize public transit,
TRTC successfully modified the automatic fare collection system in
conjunction with the children’s discount policy. Since Jan. 26, 2018,
children aged between 6 and 12 with household registration in Taipei
City may enjoy a discount of 40% off on single trip tickets, while
since Mar. 1, 2018, children aged between 6 and 12 with household
registration in New Taipei City may enjoy a discount of 60% off on
single trip tickets. In 2018, a daily average of 8,947 trips taken by Taipei
children benefited from these discounts. Among them, 6,807 of the
benefits were provided to children from New Taipei.

Upgrading Taipei Metro Travel Tickets
To help passengers tour the Greater Taipei metropolitan area with
ease, TRTC held the “Taipei Metro Travel Ticket x Taipei Top 100”
promotion, which was valid from June 1, 2018 to May 31, 2019.
Passengers who purchased a one-day, 24-hour, 48-hour, or 72-hour
pass were gifted coupons for over 100 shops in five main categories:
souvenir shops, themed restaurants, cafés and dessert shops, snacks
and beverages, and select stores. Moreover, TRTC collaborated with
Taiwan High Speed Rail (THSR), Taipei Sightseeing Bus, and Taoyuan
Metro to offer special joint tickets. We also offer a new Airport MRTTaipei Metro ticket package that enables passengers to enjoy discounts
on travel. Both domestic and overseas tourists enjoy the discounts and
convenience of these offers. In 2018, we sold 290,000 related tickets.
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Business Diversification
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Business Diversification

Underground Malls
Outside of our stations, we offer 186 shops in the Zhongshan
Metro Mall and East Metro Mall. These are more fashionable
and lively shopping and recreation spaces.

Shops

Affiliated Businesses - Commercial Areas
Through the revitalization of commercial areas that surround Metro lines, TRTC demonstrates its
commitment to affiliated businesses ranging from retail and underground shopping malls to car
parks and advertising platforms. We actively adopt technology trends and new business models. By
integrating culture, entertainment, travel, and living, we provide passengers with diverse, convenient,
and innovative services on every ride. Furthermore, by promoting the sport and leisure services of
Beitou Resort Park, we further expand the recreational functions of the city.
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In addition to our core transportation services, Taipei Metro
offers food and entertainment. There are 192 shops inside
the Taipei Metro system, covering leisure, recreation,
living, culture, and food. They offer sundry goods,
educational and recreational facilities, and specialty cuisine
to meet the diverse needs of passengers. In response to the
government policy of creating a non-cash city, passengers
may make purchases at Metro-system shops using credit
cards, EasyCards, or other electronic payment methods.

Zhongshan Metro Mall: This mall is divided into two sections.
From Taipei Main Station to Zhongshan Station there are
boutiques, clothing and accessories shops, convenience
stores, and leisure and recreation shops. In response to the city
government’s strategy of promoting the cultural and creative
industry, the area from Zhongshan Station to Shuanglian
Station was primarily designed for bookstores and cultural and
creative shops. We also incorporated new elements such as
coffee, beverages, and light foods.
East Metro Mall: This mall was designed to host Daan District
office Metro Mall Service Center as well as boutiques,
clothing and cosmetic shops, lifestyle and entertainment,
and restaurants. Coupled with the shops aboveground on
Zhongxiao East Road it is part of a complete shopping area.
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Payable Parking Facilities
Taipei Metro has 29 park-and-ride parking lots, Besides
retaining in-house management of the parking lots at
Tamsui and Jiantan stations, we outsourced the management
of the other 27 parking lots. Professional management
firms are able to minimize construction, maintenance,
and management costs through economy of scale and the
introduction of new parking management equipment. More
efficient operations raise the profitability of our secondary
businesses.

Commodity Areas
In 2017, to provide passengers with premium souvenirs and
services, we leased space to operate the Metro Souvenir
Shop at Taipei Main Station with a view to introduce
more cultural and creative products. For the shopping
convenience of passengers, we added merchandise trolleys
at major transfer stations and stations with heavy tourist
traffic, including Ximen, Zhongxiao-Fuxing, Zhongshan
and Taipei 101/World Trade Center.

Expanding Commercial Areas in Metro
Stations
In 2018, we expanded 11 station commercial areas,
increasing the surface area dedicated to shops by about
364 m2 through integration of spaces and expansion
planning. This activated spaces with commercial value
in the stations, including the planning for the lobbies of
Ximen and Shuanglian stations, adjustment of four spaces
at the EasyCard Center of Taipei Main Station, and addition
of seven simple business points at Taipei Main Station,
Zhongxiao Fuxing Station, Songjiang Nanjing Station, and
Banqiao Station, thereby increasing the annual operating
revenue by about NT$38 million.
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Business Diversification

Diversity and Digitalization of
Advertisements in Metro Stations
In 2018, the advertising light boxes at Zhongxiao Fuxing
Station and Ximen Station were upgraded to 19 dynamic
light boxes and two 170/240-inch high-definition LED
screens. In the platform track areas, eight platform highresolution projectors were also upgraded. We continued to
increase advertising value by adopting digital devices.

Multimedia Shopping System Upgrades
Affiliated Businesses - Multimedia Advertisements
Given high Metro ridership and active surrounding commercial activities, stations and trains have
become important advertising zones where diverse media such as print ads, 3D ads, digital projections,
TV walls, multimedia shopping devices, creative interactions, and decorated trains may be installed
to create an omnibus commercial communications platform dedicated to food, clothing, housing,
transportation, education, and entertainment. Passengers can experience the latest urban trends when
they are walking through Metro stations.
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In conjunction with digital and mobile shopping trends, we
installed a total of 57 multimedia shopping devices across
44 stations. Since 2018, we have used somatosensory
technology and instant audio-visual interactions to guide
consumers to virtual or physical stores. We successfully
upgraded the advertisements at stations and increased
passengers’ interest in taking the Metro by virtue of our
interactive advertising.

Develop New Opportunities for Smart Life and
Logistics
By combining smart technology and life applications, we
have installed YTM smart lifestyle stations at a total of
54 Metro stations since July 25, 2018. Passengers can use
automated tools to purchase popular items on-site or order
products online and pick them up at the station of their
choice.
We have also worked with Chunghwa Post Co., Ltd.
since December 13, 2018, to install iBoxes at 10 stations,
including Minquan West Road Station, Zhongshan
Elementary School Station, Zhongxiao Xinsheng Station,
and Taipei City Hall Station. These provide more flexible
services for pick-up and delivery of parcels, without the
time and location restrictions of counter services at post
offices.
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Business Diversification

Affiliated Businesses - Beitou Resort
During the construction of the Taipei Metro system, the Taipei City Department of Rapid Transit Systems (DORTS) provided a
training & activity center for Metro staff at Beitou Depot. In July 1997, upon the completion of the Tamsui Line, responsibility
for the maintenance and management of the center was transferred to TRTC. We continued to use the center for employee
education and training. For more effective utilization and to give back to residents located along MRT tracks while enhancing
the image of TRTC services and revenue generation, the center was made available for public rental from July 14, 2002.
Through the end of December 2018, it had been used by more than 3,260,000 people.
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Leasing of training venues is the major operating income of Beitou Resort Park. Since Mar. 2018, numerous athletics and
leisure courses, including Yoga, aerobics, dancing, Tai-chi, family activities were held. A total number of 273 courses were
conducted, with 3,989 participants. This has attained a revitalization of the site management and utilization benefits. Besides,
in order to allow Beitou Resort Park to serve people of different age groups, we have invited experienced basketball and
badminton coach teams and planned a “Sports Summer Camp” during the summer vacation. A total of 162 persons participated.
The Beitou Resort Park has thus gained popularity and a good reputation through these activities.
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Business Diversification

TRTC’s Invested Companies - EasyCard Investment Holdings Co., Ltd.

TRTC’s Invested Companies - Metro Consulting Service Ltd.

EasyCard Investment Holdings has a registered and issued capital of NT$1,040,600,000. TRTC is
the largest shareholder, with 27.49% of the shares. EasyCard Investment Holdings’ core business is
investing, and investment targets include EasyCard Corporation (wholly owned), UUPON Inc. (37%
stake), Alliance Digital Technology Co. (10% stake), Metro Consulting Service Ltd. (6% stake),
and Taiwan Mobile Payment Company (t wallet, 1% stake). In 2018, its net income after taxes was
NT$123.04 million, which provided TRTC with a recognized investment return of NT$33.82 million.

Metro Consulting Service (MCS) has a registered and issued capital of NT$50 million. TRTC is
the largest shareholder, with 20% of the shares. MCS’s core business is management consulting,
providing track talent training courses and operational planning services. In 2018, its net income after
tax was around NT$2.6 million, which provided TRTC with a recognized investment return of around
NT$520,000.
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Business Diversification

Marketing and Promotion
Enhance Cross-Industry Alliances and Develop New
Customer Bases
Entered into a friendly agreement with GOZAISHO
ROPEWAY of Japan to promote the Maokong Gondola
and increase tourist sources.Worked with various leading
airlines and hotel operators to provide discounted joint ticket
prices.Worked with the Taipei Sightseeing Bus to release
preferential ticket packages via online platforms.

Inspections, Repairs and Knowledge Exchange
Annual Inspections and Repairs: From May 14 to May
28, 2018, we carried out a 15-day annual inspection and
repair operation to ensure system quality and stability. We
renovated the system sustained wheel, bear box, and brake
equipment, as well as load and electric testing. The average
system availability was 99.99% in 2018. The Maokong
Gondola system operated stably and was one of the best
gondolas adopting the POMA system in the world.

NT$50 Discounted Rides Targeting Regional Passengers: In
order to expand the customer base for the Maokong Gondola
and attract people from various counties and cities throughout
Taiwan, we developed preferential ticket promotions
specifically targeting people from north, central, southern,
and eastern Taiwan. Qualified customers were able to ride
the Gondola for NT$50 per trip, regardless of the number
of stops. A total of 24,648 people took advantage of the
promotion.
Maokong Gondola Fun Summer Vacation: In order to
encourage youths to have fun outdoors with friends, from
July 1 to August 31, 2018, we launched a promotional ticket
activity applicable to junior high school and senior high
school students under 18 years old. A total of 11,842 people
used the promotion to ride the Gondola.

Gondola Benchmark Learning and Exchange

Contracted Businesses - Maokong Gondola
Annual Ridership
Average Daily Ridership
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2,118,144 Trips
6,724 Trips

System Availability
Passenger Satisfaction

99.99 %
95.8 %

From September 12 to 14, 2018, Maokong Gondola
worked with the Sun Moon Lake Gondola to organize
the “Cable Car Asia-Pacific Benchmarking Event 2018.”
Around 30 persons from nine cable car companies across
Asia participated to research and discuss issues such as
maintenance and repair of cables, marketing activities, and
responses to critical weather. As we gained new knowledge
to improve Maokong Gondola’s operations, we promoted
the Maokong Gondola by demonstrating our maintenance
and service measures to other members.

Integrating Local Resources in Maokong to Organize
Festival Marketing Activities: TRTC worked with Zhinan
Temple to organize the Scented Bags and Fans Bazaar for
Dragon Boat Festival, to assist in a Maokong tea ceremony
organized by the Maokong Shopping District, and to launch
the Maokong Gondola Moon Gazing and Love in Autumn
Festival Promotion Week around the Moon Festival period
(promotional tickets were available for riding after 17:00). We
also worked with hotels around Maokong to launch festival
marketing activities, including a Halloween “Playing Ghosts”
activity.
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Business Diversification

Optimize the Venue Environment

Organize International Competitions and
Major Events
Main Hall: In 2018, we organized a total of 95 international
competitions and major events. Among these were 33
sports competitions, including the ISU Four Continents
Figure Skating Championships 2018 and the High School
Basketball League Division I Championships 2017, 52
arts and entertainment events, including Celine Dion 2018
LIVE IN TAIPEI and Jacky Cheung A Classic Tour 2018,
and 10 other major gatherings, including 2018 Super Star
and the 29th Golden Melody Awards.

Contracted Businesses - Taipei Arena
Main Hall

Days Used
Entries

Usage Rate

89.6 %

756,919 Persons

Customer Satisfaction

100 %

379,297 Persons

Customer Satisfaction

90.1 %

327 Days

Ice Land

Entries
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Ice Land: A total of 11 international or local skating
competitions were held at the venue in 2018, including
the 2018 National Short Track Speedskating Spring
Championships, the 2018 TPE National Team Selection
Championships, the 2018 Taipei City Youth Skating
Championships, and the 2018 Taipei Cup International Ice
Hockey Tournament.

Complete the Ice Land entrance, exit and trainee counter
reroute planning. In order to provide better training,
in March 2018 we activated a new exclusive training
counter that provides trainees with a wide and comfortable
space as well as comprehensive, professional consulting
services. Meanwhile, in order to improve service quality,
we renovated the Ice Land lobby, adopting pink, blue,
and light yellow as the keynote colors. The bright space
is embellished with snowflakes to create an ice world
atmosphere and bring visitors a new experience.

Optimize the venue entryway and dockland
working environment with energy-saving light
fixtures
We replaced the lighting in the auditorium and dockland
in the North District of the Main Hall with high-efficiency
LED lights to improve brightness, reduce light failure
rate, and provide audiences and contractors with a safe
environment when they enter and exit the venue and engage
in work.
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Business Diversification

Preferential Ticket Prices and Festival
Marketing
Diverse Promotional Packages : In 2018, Ice Land designed
eight promotional packages for peak/off-peak hours and
different customer bases, including individuals, groups,
and office workers. The packages included peripheral
commodities. Ice Land also released a holiday skating
ticket package to accelerate the sales process and shorten
waiting times for visitors. Meanwhile, it dispersed crowds
during peak hours on holidays and promoted skating sports
by means of weekday group preferential programs. The
packages were used a total of 43,075 times.
Creative Festival Marketing: In 2018, Ice Land contributed
to cross-industry alliances by working with merchants
inside and outside the Hall to organize three festival
marketing activities: Sweet White Valentine's Day,
Halloween Ghost Playing, and Christmas Picasso in Ice
Land. These events attracted customer bases of different
ages to skate and were the focus of multiple media reports.

Expand Business Activities to Increase
Revenues from Subsidiary Businesses
Taipei Arena is an important international landmark
situated in a prime location with convenient transportation.
Therefore, in response to the Taipei City Government’s
policy for fostering new industries, investment projects
were solicited for the third and fourth floors of the East Hall
to develop the sports and leisure, emerging technology,
or music and entertainment industries. On February 1,
2018, the Industrial Technology Research Institute was
awarded a contract to turn the space into the Taiwan Tech
Arena (TTA), Ministry of Science and Technology. The
investment brings in annual rent income of NT$12,600,000.
Since it was founded in June 2018, TTA has successfully
attracted international technology start-up organizations
and domestic/foreign accelerators to reside there, which has
led to a strong clustering effect.
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Business Diversification

Preferential Ticket Price and Marketing
Activities

Introduce New Leisure Facilities and
Organize Theme Events
To become a more attractive destination, the Park continued
to install additional leisure facilities. Two new facilities
introduced in 2018, Crazy Doughnuts and Forest Dancing
Party, provide the public with more choices and new
experiences.

Contracted Businesses - Taipei Children’s Amusement Park
Operation Period
Customer Satisfaction
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364 Days
97.3 %

Entries

2,079,454 Visits

Usage of Recreational Facilities

7,114,040 Visits

To generate publicity and excitement, the Park organized
special activities on Children's Day, Moon Festival,
Halloween, and Christmas, and also worked with Sanrio
to co-organize the cross-industry “Hummingmint Party
Train,” which was well received by visitors. The Halloween
Dress Up Dessert Event set a new record by attracting
20,000 visits in a single day.
In another cross-industry alliance, the Park released a
Peppa Pig limited-edition bracelet ticket package and
organized 13 doll fan meetings to market the Park through
a sing-along show (from June 16 to June 30, 2018). The
promotions were used on 87,985 visits.

Cross Industry Joint Ticket Packages: We worked with the
Taipei Astronomical Museum and the National Taiwan
Science Education Center to launch three joint ticket
package promotional activities for the first time during
summer and winter vacation (from January 25 to February
20 and from July 1 to August 31, 2018). A total of 26,310
packages were sold.
Taipei Children’s Amusement Park One-Day Pass: On
February 14, 2018, the Park released a one-day pass on a
trial basis, including an adult pass for summer and winter
vacation and holidays at NT$180 (NT$120 on weekdays)
and a preferential pass for children 2 to 12 years old at
NT$150 (NT$100 on weekdays). With the pass, visitors are
allowed unlimited use of large-scale leisure facilities Nos. 1
to 13.
Promotional Tickets and Free Admission for People
from Disadvantaged Groups: The Park adopted group
reservations on weekdays, free admission for Taipei
residents on Wednesdays, night passes, and free admission
for people from disadvantaged groups, in the hopes of
attracting more visitors. In 2018, these promotions were
used on a total of 336,000 visits.
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Other Important Tasks and Accolades
Expanding the Affiliated Commercial Space of the Park:
In 2018, the Park expanded advertisement and investment
solicitation and installed additional fixed advertising
bases in primary crowd flow directions. The Park further
increased supplemental business income and advertising
by linking fixed ad spaces with creative advertisements and
by combining festivals, current events, and parent-child
marketing as investment solicitation strategies.
Enhanced Publicity: We utilized promotional resources
such as posters in Metro stations and on buses as well
as social media, including Facebook and the Taipei City
Government’s LINE account. Meanwhile, our crossindustry alliances with renowned suppliers were reported
in a total of 150 promotional news spots on TV and print
media in 2018.
Awards: Adopting “Increasing Visits to Taipei Children’s
Amusement Park” as a theme, the Park participated in the
31st National Unity Circle Competition 2018 and won the
Silver Tower Award from the Supreme Good Group. We
became the first domestic amusement park to participate in
a national quality control competition.
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Livable City

A city’s mass transportation system not only fulfills people’s need for mobility but also serves
as a portrait of daily life. Our vision is for mass transportation to continue as a basis of life in the
city. In terms of sustainable development and multiple cultures, and through various policies and
activities, we reflect the cultural and historical features and heartbeats of the city while seeking
to create a more livable, co-prosperous, and beautiful mode of urban living.
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Livable City

Urban Aesthetics

Zhongshan Reconstruction Project and Activation
of Surrounding Streets
In order to promote the integration, development, and re-activation of
urban areas and upgrade the entire living environment, we planned the
Taipei Metro Zhongshan-Shuanglian Section Green Belt Reconstruction
Project. The project seeks to create a new presence around the streets of
Zhongshan Station and build a green belt combining leisure, exhibition
and performance, sports, restaurants, and parent-child activities.
Following the launch of Eslite R79 in the Zhongshan Metro Mall in
August 2018, which brought a brand new experience to the bookstores
at the mall, in January 2018 the Jazz Square at Zhongshan Metro Mall
was completed. This new activity space has mirrors on the walls to
enhance public dancing and students’ club activities. In April 2018, the
sunken plaza behind the Metro Administration Building was completed.
Nearby is Q Square, which operates theme restaurants, convenient chain
stores, and drink bars to provide the public with more consumption and
leisure choices. We also combined local characteristics and worked
closely with community residents to organize high-quality Metro
cultural promotions, such as the Zhongshan Spring Festival and the
Taipei EXIT Music Festival. These use the Metro’s art and cultural
characteristics to spread LOHAS and co-prosperity in Taipei.

Promote landscaping of station spaces
In order to implement the goal of Metro area localization,
communization, and aestheticization. In 2018, we carried out an artistic
renovation of the Yongchun Station and Houshanpi Station based on the
imagery of Yongchun Wetlands Park, Nangang Ponds, and wetlands.
This will enable passengers and residents to feel the artistic atmosphere
of the station and enrich their life with aesthetics.
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Livable City

Cross-Industry Art and Cultural Activities - Music Activities
Taipei EXIT Music Festival
On October 21 and November 10 - 11 and 17 - 18, 2018, the Festival
used two themes, revival trend and new voice, as the basis of concerts
targeting youths and juveniles. We encouraged young people to attend
with older members of their families. The Festival also arranged a
child toy area as well as popular and classic Mandarin, Taiwanese, and
English song covers. A retro neon-style photo wall urged the public to
check in to share their experiences and increase social media promotion.

14 th Metro Street Dance Competition
14th Metro Street Dance Competition which was based on the theme
“OPEN MIND OPEN CITY,” the popular idol Prince Chiu and the newgeneration dream girl Butterfly were appointed to act as competition
ambassadors. A press conference was held on May 4, 2018, and a flash
mob street dance took place on July 1, 2018. The preliminary contest
was held on July 14 and 15 and was followed by the final on July 28. A
total of 239 teams registered and attendance reached 2,300 visitors.

Spring Tour Station” Beitou Theme Music Event
To celebrate the 1st anniversary of the reopening of the old New Beitou
Station (Taiwan Railways North Tamsui Line) in Qixing Park, and to
encourage the public to travel by taking the Metro, we invited a team
from the Taiwanese Moon Guitar Folk Music Association to organize
the “Metro Nakasi” flash mob in the hot spring decorated train from
March 31 to April 1, 2018. On April 1, a large-scale music party and
cultural and creative market were organized in Qixing Park. Music
from bands beloved by younger generations, such as Won Fu Band and
Papun Band, accompanied people on their journey.

2018 Taipei Jazz Festival
We worked with the Department of Cultural Affairs to hold 2018 Taipei
Jazz Festival activities. On September 8, the Jazz Rookie Show was
held in Jazz Square, and the Jazz Series Conference was held in the
Metro International Hall. These events bridged music and arts with
public life while raising the public awareness and brand identity of our
venue.
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Livable City

Cross-Industry Art and Cultural Activities - Life Market

Zhongshan Spring Festival
In order to celebrate the completion and opening of Jazz Square, we
held the Zhongshan Spring Festival on April 7 & 8 and April 14 & 15.
This new composite leisure space, which is based on ideas from the
cultural and creative industry, represents community culture, life, and
history. Common activities include popular band concerts, a cultural and
creative market with local brands, paper and installation art, travelling
brochures, and promotional films. Each event enhances our connection
and interaction with local residents. More than 4,000 people participated
in related activities in 2018.

Holiday Cultural and Creative Market and
Metro Jazz Square Activities:
In order to enhance the atmosphere of Jazz Square, since June 2018
we have organized a cultural and creative market on weekends and
holidays. The market is open to performers or merchants engaged in the
cultural and creative industry and includes bands performing popular
hits and jazz songs. Since August 10, 2018, Swing Taiwan has joined
us in gathering the general public and student dancers to dance in Jazz
Square each Friday night. At least 70 to 100 people join each week.

Christmas Party
We organized a Christmas festival celebration series to create a festive
atmosphere in Jazz Square. In December 2018, we laid turf in all areas
of the square and added Christmas flower and lighting arrangements.
From December 15 - 16 and 22 - 23 we also organized grass picnics,
open-air films, bands and singers, and exotic cuisine markets. These
attracted visitors and improved public impressions of these areas.
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Livable City

Cross-Industry Art and Cultural Activities - Art and Cultural Exhibition and Performance

MRTaipei Cinema
Using the concept of “All of Taipei Is My Cinema,” we worked with
the Taipei Film Festival, run by the Department of Cultural Affairs, to
organize a “One-Day Movie Watching on the Metro” event on May 26
and 27. We selected classic old movies based on the characteristics of
various Metro stations and turned the MRT’s Songshan Station Square
into an overnight cinema to attract domestic and foreign movie fans.
These activities promoted the Taipei Metro brand and enhanced our
corporate identity.

Painted Trains
We cooperated with external units to release decorated trains with the
themes of Vogue (with the Department of Cultural Affairs), the Mickey
Fun Tour in Taipei (with the Department of Information and Tourism,
Taipei City Government), and Drug Prevention (with the Polaris AntiDrug Project by the Taipei City Government). These trains, which
operated on the Tamsui-Xinyi Line, Songshan-Xindian Line, and
Bannan Line, showcased the cultural energy of Taipei.

“DANCE IN METRO”
International Street Dance Party
On August 25, 2018, the “DANCE IN METRO” party invited top
street dance groups from Europe and Asia, domestic professional dance
groups, and famed pop singers to perform in Taipei Arena. There were
more than 7,500 audience members, 1,370,000 live show viewers, and
798,000 replay viewers.
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Livable City

Cross-Industry Art and Cultural Activities - Art and Cultural Exhibition and Performance

Asian Premiere of “Surrogate Cities” at
Beitou Depot
Surrogate Cities, a masterpiece by Heiner Goebbels, the “Master of
Theater Alchemy,” won a Grammy Award and was performed more
than 80 times in major cities around the world. Taipei Metro’s Beitou
Depot was chosen as the venue for the Asian premiere. From August
10 to 12, 2018, brilliant sound and lighting special effects transformed
the depot into a music theater. The performance perfectly integrated
the train, broadcast, depot, and maintenance bridge facilities with a
performance by the Taipei Symphony Orchestra and the Ju Percussion
Group. We also arranged for a metro concierge so the audience could
enjoy the magnificence of the depot.

Nuite Blanche Taipei
Using the theme “Upside Down City,” we worked with the Department
of Cultural Affairs to organize the overnight event from 6 pm to 6 am
on October 6 and 7, 2018. Two major exhibition areas were used in
the commercial areas of Yuanshan and Nanxi stations. Artists from
France, Japan, China, Canada, and Taiwan presented at least 43 night
art installations and 70 shows that explored the charm of Taipei at night
through art and cultural activities. The event was attended by 406,000
people, and online exposure reached 1.53 million. Industrial benefits
were valued at NT$65 million.
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Livable City

Cross-Industry Art and Cultural Activities - Brand Campaigns

“Reading. Metro Stories” Theme Exhibition
In 2018, we set up a theme exhibition area on the first floor of the TRTC
building, which is equipped with composite functions such as an official
reception area and display gallery. The event showcased our creative
3D-design tables and chairs and seven exhibitions based on the themes
“From Good to Excellent Business Performance,” “From Metro to
Life Diversified Business Entities,” “From Taipei to the World Train
Models,” “With All Our Hearts Metro Figures,” “The Most Interesting
Metro News,” “Metro City Presence and Image,” and “Souvenir
Exhibition.”

Taipei Metro One-Day Employee
Our staff led the program MC, Tai Chi-yuan, to personally experience
Taipei Metro job responsibilities, including track maintenance and
driving, and also guided him to the control center to observe station
staff operations and the dispatching of New Year’s crowds. Since the
premiere of the film in February 2018, it has been viewed on YouTube
more than 2.2 million times. It has enhanced knowledge about the
Metro staff’s hard work and raised our favorability among the general
public.
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Livable City

Community Care and Local Marketing

Metro Trip
In order to raise the general public’s understanding of
the Metro system and facilities, staff guided school
groups and other special visitors on tours that included
access to controlled areas. In 2018, a total of 106 groups
(4,155 visits) participated, including the Foundation for
Autistic Children and Adults in Taiwan (FACT) and the
Shilin Workshop. AAEON Foundation arranged for rural
elementary school students to participate in technology
themed tours and the special education class of Ching
Mei Junior High School visited. These activities not only
widened students’ vision but also increased interaction
between children from urban and rural areas. Meanwhile,
universities, colleges, junior and senior high schools, and
elementary schools included Metro field trips into their
curriculum planning in order to integrate more safety and
disaster prevention ideas into children’s life experiences
through the concept of learning by doing.

Open Communication Channels with Metro
Fans and Netizens
TRTC uses online social networks to create open
communication channels with Metro fans and netizens. In
2018, we invited 99 members of the general public to visit
Luzhou Depot to observe the control tower, train washing,
turning, train chassis washing and emergency repairs. This
activity raised interaction from a virtual social network to
face-to-face communication.

“Hidden Zhongshan” Street Activities
We worked with the Department of Cultural Affairs to
jointly organize the “Hidden Zhongshan” activity series
from September 14 to October 28, 2018. Based on the four
themes of “Visiting Exhibitions, Telling Stories, Listening
to Songs, and Knocking on Doors,” we invited members
of the general public to learn about Zhongshan street areas
and the stories hidden therein. The event consisted of
three installation art exhibitions, 10 cross-reading literary
experience activities, 21 independent music events, and
six street visits. The diverse activities set it apart from
past street events and provided insight into future ways of
living.

Supporting Dance Practicing at Ximen
Square No. 3
Besides organizing the Metro Street Dance Competition,
we took additional measures to support members of the
general public who use our facilities to dance. In order
to support dancers who are looking for places to practice
away from the sun and rain, in addition to Jazz Square at
Zhongshan Shopping Mall and B1 of Banqiao Station, we
added mirrors and noise meters to Ximen Square No. 3.
Facilities such as these also support people who use Metro
areas to go for walks.
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Livable City

Environmental Sustainability and Energy Conservation
In order to fulfill corporate social responsibility and respond to environmental sustainability concerns, we
established the Energy Conservation Committee in 2006. The committee conducts internal inventories of
equipment and prepares the budget for replacing old, unusable or inefficient equipment with energy-efficient
alternatives. We uphold the spirit of “use less, use well, and use smartly” while always maintaining service
quality. We implemented carbon reduction and green energy projects to continue contributing towards
efforts to mitigate global warming and maintain ecological environment sustainability.

Commercial Commissioning of Solar
Energy on the Roof of the Beitou Depot

Energy Saving and Carbon Reduction
In 2018, by installing energy-saving lighting, adjusting
air conditioning operation modes, replacing old energyconsuming air conditioning equipment and water chiller
units, and adjusting train speeds at nighttime and during
off-peak hours, we saved a total of 528.7 million kWh
of electricity and reduced CO2 discharge by about 2,818
tons. We also promoted various energy saving and carbon
reduction policies, including holding e-conferences, saving
paper, reducing light use, turning off lights when areas
are not in use, setting air conditioning systems and central
air at 26℃, and saving energy in offices. These measures
contributed to comprehensive environmental protection.
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In order to accelerate adoption of renewable energy
and energy conservation, we formulated an “Advanced
Energy-Saving City” policy. We plan to rent and install
solar photovoltaic power generation facilities on the roof
of the Beitou Depot with a capacity of 3.8 megawatts.
The facilities are expected to be completed and generate
power in 2019. This will be the largest, most prominent
solar photovoltaic power generation facility on the roof of
a public building in the Greater Taipei area and be able to
supply considerable green energy. The estimated annual
power to be generated is 3.98 million kWh, which is
equivalent to an emissions reduction of about 2,205 tons of
carbon, or the carbon absorption capacity of six Daan Forest
Parks. Power generated will be enough to supply electricity
to about 1,150 households a year. As a global citizen, we
will continue to respond to the central government’s green
energy policies and evaluate the feasibility of installing
solar photovoltaic facilities at other depots, in the hopes of
achieving the goal of building a non-nuclear green energy
homeland as soon as possible.
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Looking to the Future

Looking to the Future

Following 23 years of improvement and growth, we finally hit
the record of 10 billion accumulated trips on March 31, 2019,
setting a new milestone for the development of metro systems
in Taiwan. For our core business, we will continue preparing
to take over operations of the first phase of the Circular Line
stations and ensure that they meet our standards of high-quality
service. The new line will provide residents of Taipei and New
Taipei with more rapid and convenient public transit service.
For subsidiary businesses, we will maximize opportunities
to generate more earnings and cover losses from our core
business. Taking advantage of the Metro’s core characteristic
of moving large numbers of people, we will also develop our
property management business to improve the function and
value of station spaces.
We already created a draft of the “Shilin Station Transit
Facilities Space Revitalization and Multi-Service Construction
Project.” We will follow the Taipei City Government’s
philosophy of TOD (Transit-Oriented Development) to
combine high-density activation and development of Metro
stations and surrounding land. In the process, we will introduce
diversified services such as cultural, public welfare, and
commercial activities to make urban land utilization more
efficient and support regional industrial development. We are
committed to implementing various energy-saving projects
to reduce energy consumption and lower the environmental
footprint of our operations. Upon commissioning in 2019, the
solar power facilities at Beitou Depot are expected to generate
power of 3.98 million kWh per year. We are entering a transit
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milestone for simultaneous adoption of energy saving and green
energy. At the same time, we will continue to evaluate and create
plans for other depots to further protect the earth.
Additionally, by landscaping station spaces and adding urban
aesthetics to Metro stations, we integrate art and culture into
daily life. At the same time, we seek opportunities to cooperate
with other enterprises to use external resources to upgrade the
value and impact of urban aesthetics. In order to enhance care
for disadvantaged groups, we will construct additional aquatic
facilities in the Taipei Children’s Amusement Park to enable
children with physical and mental disabilities and their caregivers
to have fun together. We hope that the Taipei City Government’s
construction projects satisfy the needs of people from different
ages and groups, and we will share our corporate benefits to
fulfill our corporate social responsibility.
Looking forward to the future, we will continue to follow the city
government’s strategic maps and policies, relying on the vision
of a “first-class Metro and beautiful Taipei” while responding
to policy-enforcing plans. At the same time, as we contribute
towards the city government’s mission of “serving residents and
innovating for the city,” our missions to provide safe, reliable,
and friendly transit services and pursue sustainable development
will lead to innovative thinking, an open attitude towards saving
energy, and greater corporate sustainability.
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Taipei Metro Guides People to a Better Place.
Taipei Metro has long been more than a convenient transportation tool. It has
opened up new possibilities and become a measure of the city and people’s lives.
It represents the unique lifestyles of the Taipei people.
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Milestones
2018/1/26

2018/3/1

From January 26, children between 6 and 12
years of age whose registered residence or
student status is in Taipei were able to take
the Taipei Metro at a 40% discount for single
trips.

2018/2/3
On February 3, we started to sell Year of the
Dog Zodiac souvenir tickets, with a limited run
of 800 tickets.

2018/1/30
On January 30, we added operating
guidelines and voicemail service systems in
German, French, and Spanish. Accordingly,
our services extended to 11 languages.

2018/2/4
From February 4, we released the Taipei Children’s
Amusement Park one-day pass on a trial basis.

2018/4/16
On April 16, we officially issued the “All Pass
Ticket” in conjunction with the Taipei City
Government, New Taipei City Government, bus
operators, and YouBike. The ticket is valid for 30
days and costs NT$1,280.

2018/4/2
From April 2, passengers were able to take
the Metro while carrying bikes dur ing
non-peak hours on weekdays.

2018/6/11
On June 11, we organized the 2018 Annual
Meeting and General Assembly of the Rail
Engineering Society of Taiwan.

2018/4/7

2018/5/14-28

On Apr il 7, we organized the Zhongshan
Spring Festival to boost public interaction and
promoted new composite leisure spaces based
on ideas from the cultural and creative industry.

From May 14 to 28, we carried out annual
inspection and maintenance of the Maokong
Gondola to ensure the system is operating
stably.

2018/7

2018/8/31
On August 31, we worked with the Department of
Information and Tourism, Taipei City Government
to launch the Mickey Fun Tour in Taipei decorated
train and to promote renowned Taipei scenic spots,
including Beimen, Ximen, Dadaocheng, Taipei 101,
Yangmingshan, Maokong, and Beitou.

2018/8/10-12

The Taipei City Government awarded us
first place in the Class A Entities category
of the 2017 Strategy Map Implementation
Performance.
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From March 1, children between 6 and 12
years of age whose registered residence or
student status is in New Taipei were able to
take the Taipei Metro at a 60% discount for
single trips.

From August 10 to 12, Beitou Depot
organized the urban musical Surrogate
Cities.

2018/8/6

2018/8/25

On August 6, the Taipei City Government
awarded us for excellence in the 2018 Energy
Conservation Leadership Awards.

On August 25, 2018, we held a music party called
“DANCE IN METRO.” Top street dance groups
from Europe and Asia, domestic professional dance
groups, and famed pop singers performed at Taipei
Arena.
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Milestones

2018/9/12-14
From September 12 to 14, the Maokong Gondola
worked with the Sun Moon Lake Gondola to jointly
organize the Cable Car Asia-Pacific Benchmarking
Event 2018.

2018/10
On October 21 and November 10 - 11 and
17 - 18, 2018, we organized the Taipei EXIT
Music Festival based on the themes of revival
trend and new voice and encouraged young
people to attend the concerts with seniors from
their families.

2018/9/30
On September 30, the network platform entrance
project was completed after 13 years.

2018/9/29

2018/9/30

On September 29, we launched the free “ParentChild Popcorn Cinema” at the Sunshine Hall
of Daan Forest Park Station. The Metro family
ambassador Maji Meow performed at the event
and we screened Finding Nemo 2.

We renovated the first floor of the TRTC administration
building to become a space for official reception and
exhibitions, and we planned the “Reading. Metro Stories”
exhibition, which was completed and launched on
September 30.

2018/11/9
On November 9, we held the 2018 Annual
Meeting and General Assembly of the Taipei
Society for Traffic Safety.

2018/11/16

2018/10/26
On October 26, TRTC established a division
responsible for preparing for Circular Line
operations.

2018/11/21

2018/12/31
We successfully completed the transit service on
New Year’s Eve. From 6:00 am on December 31,
2018, to 6:00 am on January 1, 2019, the Metro
reached 2.5 million passenger-rides.

On November 21, we were awarded the Gold
Award of the 2018 Energy Conservation Standard
Awards by the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

2018/12

On November 16, projects for increasing visits to the Taipei
Children’s Amusement Park and extending the useful life
of 371 train disc brakes won a Silver Tower Award and
Bronze Tower Award, respectively, in the goodwill group of
the 31st National Unity Circle Competition organized by
the Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic
Affairs.

to be continued...

In order to celebrate Christmas and interact with
the community, we held parties including picnics,
open-air films, concerts, and exotic cuisine markets
from December 15 - 16 and 22 - 23.
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Financial Statements and
Report of Independent Accountants

These financial statements were audited and attested by a certified public accountant. The data
regarding income and expenditures in this annual report were approved by the Taipei City Audit
Division, National Audit Office.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS TRANSLATED FROM CHINESE
To TAIPEI RAPID TRANSIT CORPORATION
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND REPORT OF INEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS
DECEMBER 31,2018 AND 2017

Opinion
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of TAIPEI RAPID TRANSIT CORPORATION as of
December 31, 2018, and the related statements of comprehensive income, of changes in equity and of
cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary significant
accounting policies. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We did
not audit the 2018 financial statements of investments accounted for under the equity method. These
investments amounted to $440,681 thousand as of December 31, 2018, and the related investment income
was $34,343 thousand for the year then ended. The financial statements of these investee companies
were audited by other independent accountants, whose reports thereon have been furnished to us and
our opinion expressed herein, insofar as it relates to the amounts included in the financial statements for
these investments, is based solely on the reports of the other independent accountants. The 2017 financial
statements were examined by the Audit Department in Taipei. The differences from the audited amounts
are described in Note 10.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audits in accordance with the “Regulations Governing Auditing and Attestation of
Financial Statements by Certified Public Accountants” and generally accepted auditing standards in
the Republic of China (ROC GAAS). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described
in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are
independent of the Company in accordance with the Code of Professional Ethics for Certified Public
Accountants in the Republic of China (the “Code”), and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities
in accordance with the Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Responsibilities of management for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with the requirements of “Business Entity Accounting Law” relating to the preparation of
financial statements, “Regulation on Business Entity Accounting Handling”, Enterprise Accounting
Standards and its interpretations, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.

Report of independent accountants

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with ROC GAAS will always detect a material misstatement when it
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ROC GAAS, we exercise professional judgment and maintain
professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud
may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal
control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Company’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern.
If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue
as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in
a manner that achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in
internal control that we identify during our audit.

In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the
going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Company or to cease
operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Audrey Tseng
for and on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers, Taiwan
April 17, 2019
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BALANCE SHEETS

BALANCE SHEETS
December 31, 2018 and 2017

December 31, 2018
ASSETS
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Notes

Amount

%

December 31, 2018 and 2017

December 31, 2017
Amount

%

December 31, 2018
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Notes

Amount

%

December 31, 2017
Amount

%
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STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017

2018
Items
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Notes

Amount

%

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017

2017
Amount

%

Retained Earnings

Other Equity
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017

2018
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2017

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017

2018

2017
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017
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